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udy of high pressure behaviors of
pyrochlore-type and thortveitite-type In2Ge2O7

Hui Li,a Yan Li,ab Nana Li,c Yongsheng Zhao,a Hongyu Zhu,a Pinwen Zhu*a

and Xin Wang*a

Polycrystalline In2Ge2O7 with a monoclinic structure (thortveitite-type, T-type) and a cubic structure

(pyrochlore-type, P-type) have been synthesized by using different methods. The structural stabilities

and electrical transport properties of these two polymorphs under high pressure have been investigated

by angle-dispersive X-ray diffraction (ADXRD) and alternate current (AC) impedance spectra. An

irreversible structural phase transition from monoclinic (C2/m) to another monoclinic (P21/c) phase has

been found in the T-type In2Ge2O7 above 6.6 GPa. Furthermore, the pressure dependent electrical

resistance of the T-type In2Ge2O7 shows a dramatic change at 5.3 GPa, where it can be attributed to the

observed pressure-induced structural phase transition. On the contrary, the P-type In2Ge2O7 with the

cubic (Fd�3m) structure at high pressure is much more stable up to 26.5 GPa.
Introduction

In the past few decades, there has been increasing interest in
pyrochlore oxide materials (general formula A2B2O7) for studies
both in basic science1–6 and engineering.7–11 Since different A and
B ions can reside on two distinct interpenetrating lattices of
corner-sharing tetrahedra, a diverse range of constituent ions
can be chosen to obtain the desired properties. Pyrochlore
oxides have been reported to show various electrical transport
properties, such as superconductivity in Cd2Re2O7,12 an uncon-
ventional anomalous Hall effect in Nd2Mo2O7 and Pr2Ir2O7,13

and metal-insulator transition (MIT) in Cd2Os2O7,14,15

Tl2Ru2O7,16 and Hg2Ru2O7.17 In addition, very rich exotic
magnetic ground states have been discovered, such as spin glass
behavior in Y2Mo2O7,18 spin ice in Ho2Ti2O7, Dy2Ti2O7, and
Ho2Sn2O7,19,20 etc. Moreover, some pyrochlores have been
intensively investigated for widespread applications in the use
for uorescence centers, catalysts,21,22 or as cathode and elec-
trolyte materials in solid oxide fuel cells.23–26 Besides, over the
past few years, the studies of thin-lm pyrochlores have attracted
a lot of attentions.27–29

Among these pyrochlore oxides, rare-earth based pyro-
germanates (Ln2Ge2O7) have attracted considerable attentions
due to the potential applications in deep-ultraviolet photo-
detection, ion exchanges, humidity sensors, and high energy
laser systems.30 From structural point of view, rare-earth
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pyrogermanates possess a variety of crystal structures at
ambient condition, such as triclinic phase for Ln ¼ La, Pr,
Nd–Gd; tetragonal phase for Ln ¼ Gd–Lu; monoclinic phase for
Sc2Ge2O7. Moreover, depending on the synthesis method,
different structural modications of Ln2Ge2O7 can be obtained.
By conventional solid state synthesis, In2Ge2O7 has the mono-
clinic structure (T-type). However, the cubic phase (P-type) of
In2Ge2O7 can be synthesized by the high-pressure and high-
temperature (HPHT) method.31 By the same method, other
examples showed that the P-type silicate pyrochlore Sc2Si2O7

and In2Si2O7 could be obtained at 1273 K under 12 GPa32 and
also the P-type Mn2V2O7 could be prepared at 1373 K under 7
GPa.33 In these P-type pyrochlores, the structural stabilities at
high pressures have been widely studied. For instance, the
transformation to the distorted defect-uorite structure was
observed in Sm2Zr2O7 above 18 GPa34 and in Gd2Zr2O7 above 15
GPa.35 Pressure-induced amorphization was found in Gd2Ti2O7

above 32 GPa.36 Also, by applying high pressure, some novel
physical properties could be discovered in these materials. For
example, pressure-induced transition from a correlated insu-
lator to a Fermi liquid state was observed in geometrically
frustrated Hg2Ru2O7.17 At ambient pressure Tb2Ti2O7 remained
in a spin liquid state down to 70 mK, but under high pressure,
the spin ordering appeared around 2.1 K.3 Therefore, the
understanding of underlying relationship between the exotic
behaviors and the structural aspects at high pressures is of
importance to these pyrochlore materials. As an important
ternary oxide with excellent photoluminescence properties, the
luminescence appeared as characterizing charge transfer tran-
sitions in indium groups (InO6 octahedra) is closely related to
the crystal structure of In2Ge2O7.37,38 So the work to study the
structural properties of In2Ge2O7 with different phases under
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 44121–44127 | 44121
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high pressure will be benecial to explore the possibility of
using the material for the application in optoelectronic devices.

In the present study, we have studied the structural stability
of the two polymorphs of In2Ge2O7 and analyzed their detailed
structural evolutions at high pressures. An irreversible pressure-
induced structural phase transition is found in the T-type
In2Ge2O7. Meanwhile, we have also carried out the high-
pressure AC impedance spectra measurements to detect the
variation of electrical transport properties during the structural
phase transition.
Experimental
Sample preparation

The T-type In2Ge2O7 was synthesized by standard solid state
reaction method. Stoichiometric quantities of In2O3 (99.99%)
and GeO2 (99.9%) were mixed and ground thoroughly in an
agate mortar. The obtained powder was pressed into small
pellets and then calcined at 1473 K in air for 5 h. The P-type
In2Ge2O7 was synthesized by the HPHT method. The as-
prepared powders were assembled and loaded into a cubic
anvil HPHT apparatus (SPD-6�600) at a temperature of 1573 K
and a pressure of 5.2 GPa with a holding time of 15 min.
X-ray diffractometry

The phase purity was detected by powder X-ray diffraction
measurements using Rigaku Rotaex X-ray diffractometer with
Cu-Ka radiation at ambient pressure. A diamond anvil cell
(DAC) was utilized to generate high pressure with the T301
stainless steel as the gasket, which was preindented to a 50 mm
thickness. The high-pressure angle-dispersive XRD spectra were
collected at the beamline 4W2 of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation
Facility for the T-type In2Ge2O7 with amonochromic wavelength
of 0.6199 Å and at the beamline X17C of the National
Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven for the P-type In2Ge2O7

with a wavelength of 0.4073 Å. In the above experiments, one
piece of the respective samples and a small piece of ruby as
pressure calibrant39 were loaded into DAC with a 16 : 3 : 1
methanol/ethanol/water mixture as pressure-transmitting
medium. Distance between sample and detector, and parame-
ters of detector were calibrated using a CeO2 standard. All the
diffraction data were collected using a MAR CCD detector and
the diffraction proles were obtained via the radial integration
of the two-dimensional diffraction rings using FIT2D soware.
Rietveld analyses were performed with the soware GSAS.40
Fig. 1 Observed, calculated and difference X-ray powder patterns of
In2Ge2O7 at ambient pressure: (a) Rietveld refinement for the T-type
In2Ge2O7 in monoclinic (C2/m) phase and (b) Rietveld refinement for
the P-type In2Ge2O7 in cubic (Fd3�m) phase.
Alternate current (AC) impedance spectra at high pressures

van der Pauw electrodes were integrated on one facet of DAC
with 300 mm in diameter for the electric properties measure-
ment under high pressure. The sample chamber is about 100
mm in diameter and 70 mm in thickness. The measurements of
AC impedance spectra in the frequency range of 1 Hz to 10 MHz
at pressures up to 13.2 GPa were carried out by using Solartron
1260 impedance analyzer equipped with a Solartron 1296
dielectric interface. The applied AC voltage was 0.1 V.
44122 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 44121–44127
Results and discussion
Crystal structures at ambient condition

The observed and calculated XRD patterns together with their
differences of two types of In2Ge2O7 are shown in Fig. 1. The
diffraction peaks in Fig. 1a match well with the monoclinic
structure In2Ge2O7 (T-type, S.G. C2/m, no.12) and the obtained
cell parameters are: a ¼ 6.6598(3) Å, b ¼ 8.7842(5) Å,
c ¼ 4.9244(3) Å, b ¼ 102.588(5)�, V ¼ 281.17(1) Å3 with Z ¼ 2. In
this kind of crystal structure, In3+ cations are distributed in the
center of distorted InO6 octahedra that are joined by edge
sharing forming a hexagonal arrangement on the ab plane. The
InO6 octahedra layers are held together by sheets of isolated
Ge2O7 diorthogroups constituted by double tetrahedra sharing
a common vertex, as shown in Fig. 2a.

The rened XRD pattern of the P-type In2Ge2O7 is presented
in Fig. 1b. It belongs to cubic system (S.G. Fd�3m, no.227) with
the lattice parameters of a¼ 9.7121(3) Å and Z¼ 8. In this cubic
phase, it can be formulated as In2Ge2O6O0 and the Ge ion sites
at 16c, In at 16d, O at 48f and O0 at 8b site. The In site (16d)
coordination polyhedron is a distorted cube that generally
contains larger cations, and the Ge site (16c) is a distorted
octahedron. It is worth noting that there is only one adjustable
positional parameter x for the O atom at 48f site. The schematic
illustration of the P-type In2Ge2O7 is shown in Fig. 2b.
Structural phase transition of the T-type In2Ge2O7 under high
pressure

The in situ XRD patterns of the T-type In2Ge2O7 at various
pressures up to 35.4 GPa have been collected and a few repre-
sentative patterns are shown in Fig. 3. At the beginning, all the
diffraction peaks shi toward higher 2q angles with increasing
pressures. When the applied pressure is above 6.6 GPa, it can be
clearly seen that some new peaks are emerging from the original
phase, which are indicated by the closed circles as shown in
Fig. 3. The new high-pressure phase and the thortveitite
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 2 A Schematic representation of the crystal structures of (a) the
T-type and (b) the P-type In2Ge2O7.

Fig. 4 Observed and calculated diffraction patterns of the T-type
In2Ge2O7 at 19.8 and 35.4 GPa, respectively. The difference curve and
the tick marked for the calculated reflection positions are plotted at
the bottom of the figure.
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structure coexist over a wide pressure range between 6.6 and
17.4 GPa. The strong hysteresis comes across this transition,
and it can be attributed to the inherent sluggish nature of the
transition and the kinetic effects of the rst-order transition.
Above 17.4 GPa, the new high-pressure phase of the T-type
In2Ge2O7 becomes dominant up to the highest pressure. The
broad peaks and high background in the patterns indicate that
the high pressure phase is probably highly disordered. As the
sample is recovered from 35.4 GPa, it show that the pressure-
induced structure transition is irreversible. Direct method of
structure determination is adopted and the new high pressure
phase can be explained using another monoclinic unit cell
based on P21/c phase (S.G. 14, Z ¼ 1), which is veried by
Rietveld renements as shown in Fig. 4. This type of high-
pressure phase has also been observed in Gd2Zr2O7.35 The
lattice parameters and rened atomic coordinates at 17.4 GPa
are listed in Table 1, in which it also contains the structural data
of the T-type and P-type In2Ge2O7 at ambient pressure for
comparison.
Fig. 3 Selected XRD patterns of the T-type In2Ge2O7 at different
pressures. A high-pressure phase appeared at 6.6 GPa and the phase
transition is completed above 17.4 GPa. The quenched sample remains
the high-pressure phase. New emerging peaks are marked by the
closed circles.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
All the XRD data have been analyzed by Rietveld renements
and pressure dependences of the lattice parameters of the
T-type In2Ge2O7 are shown in Fig. 5. At the pressure point of
structural phase transition, it can be seen that the lattice
constants have a large decrease of 13.2%, 52.1% and 7.2% for a-,
b- and c-axis, respectively. The collapse along b-axis is much
larger than the collapse along a- and c-axis. Consequently, the
phase transition is accomplished by the reconstruction of the
anion and cation sublattices, and the schematic structural
transformation (in ab and ac plane) is shown in Fig. 6. The
transformation process of the T-type In2Ge2O7 from C2/m to
P21/c phase is illustrated from le side to right side in the gure.
In the process of phase transition, the coordination number is
also changed from 6 to 7 for In3+ cations and from 4 to 7 for Ge4+

cations. Ge4+ cations are more likely to move to the empty space
in the arrow direction in ab plane as shown in the upper part of
Fig. 6 and then drive In1 and In4 ions much closer to each other
upon compression, which indicates that the compressibility
along In1–In4 direction is larger than other directions. In
addition, in the lower part of the gure, we can see that the
layered structure becomes much denser aer the phase transi-
tion in ac plane. Also, it can explain that the change along b-axis
is much larger than the changes along a- and c-axis.

Fig. 7 shows the pressure-volume data for the T-type
In2Ge2O7. A large volume drop by approximate 23.9% is
observed at the phase transition implying that the trans-
formation to the high pressure phase is the rst order. Since
In2Ge2O7 is typical of ionic solid with nearly isotropic
compressibility, in order to have a better comparison of B0 values
of these two phases, the pressure–volume data are tted with a
second-order Birch–Murnaghan equation of state.41 The
obtained parameters are B0 ¼ 100(6) GPa for the T-type In2Ge2O7

and B0 ¼ 170(12) GPa for its high-pressure phase. The bulk
modulus of the high-pressure phase is much larger as compared
to that of the T-type phase. The relatively large difference in bulk
moduli appears to be related to the fact that the near neighbor
coordination increases at the phase transition.
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 44121–44127 | 44123
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Table 1 The refined atomic coordinates and lattice parameters for the T-type and P-type In2Ge2O7 at ambient pressure and the high-pressure
phase of the T-type In2Ge2O7 at 17.4 GPa

Compounds T-type In2Ge2O7 P-type In2Ge2O7 HP phase (17.4 GPa)

Crystal system Monoclinic Cubic Monoclinic
Space group C2/m (12) Fd�3m (227) P21/c (14)
a/Å 6.6598(3) 9.7121(3) 5.5737(7)
b/Å 8.7842(5) — 4.0322(6)
c/Å 4.9244(3) — 4.4102(5)
b/� 102.588(5) — 105.315(4)

Atoms Wyckoff (x y z) Wyckoff (x y z) Wyckoff (x y z)

In 4g (0 0.3078(4) 0) 16d (0.5 0.5 0.5) 4e (0.2187(2)
0.0315(5) 0.2020(6))

Ge 4i (0.2308(9) 0 0.4079(7)) 16c (0 0 0) 4e (0.2187(2)
0.0315(5) 0.2020(6))

O(1) 2c (0 0 0.5) 8b (0.375 0.375 0.375) 4e (0.0705(2)
0.3327(1) 0.3447(4))

O(2) 4i (0.374(4) 0 0.730(6)) 48f (0.3244(9) 0.125 0.125) 4e (0.4499(3)
0.7588(9) 0.4793(5))

O(3) 8j (0.2437(6) 0.1685(8) 0.2327(1)) — —
Residualsa/% Rwp: 10.56% Rp: 7.89% Rwp: 6.91% Rp: 6.14% Rwp: 2.34% Rp: 1.86%

a Rwp and Rp as dened in GSAS.
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AC impedance spectra measurement of the T-type In2Ge2O7 at
high pressures

It has been demonstrated in many cases that the subtle change
of structure consequentially brings some inuence on the
electrical transport properties since the electron transport
behavior is closely related to its crystal structure. Therefore, the
measurements of AC impedance spectra of the T-type In2Ge2O7

are carried out at room temperature. Typical Nyquist plots at
different pressures are displayed in Fig. 8. The arc depicts the
transportation of charge carrier inside grain. In the pressure
range of 0.8–5.3 GPa, with increasing pressures the arc shis
from le to right with increased areas. Above 7.6 GPa, the
opposite effect appears. It is worth noting that this area
Fig. 5 The lattice parameters as a function of pressure for the T-type
In2Ge2O7. Closed symbols represent for compression, and open
symbols for decompression.

44124 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 44121–44127
suddenly reduces in the pressure range of 5.3–7.6 GPa. In order
to quantify the pressure effect on the electrical transport prop-
erties of the T-type In2Ge2O7, the impedance spectra are tted
with a commonly equivalent circuit consisting of resistor R and
constant phase element (CPE) as shown in Fig. 9 by Zview 2
Fig. 6 A schematic representation of the structural transformation of
the T-type In2Ge2O7 from C2/m to P21/c phase in ab and ac plane.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 7 Observed P–V variation fitted with the second-order Birch–
Murghnan (B–M) equation of state for the T-type In2Ge2O7 and its high
pressure phase (closed circles for compression and open circles for
decompression). The red solid line is the B–M fit of the experimentally
observed P–V data.

Fig. 9 Equivalent circuit used to represent the electrical properties of
grain effects in the T-type In2Ge2O7 at 11.0 GPa.
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impedance analysis soware. The value of R is directly obtained
from the tting results, as shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen, the
resistance of the T-type phase increases with increasing pres-
sure before 5.3 GPa, and aer the phase transition, a rapid drop
of resistance over two orders of magnitude is observed. With
further increasing pressure, the resistance exhibits a smooth
decrease for the high-pressure phase. This change of the resis-
tance is consistent with the results of the above XRD data and
clearly provides a further proof that the T-type In2Ge2O7

undergoes a phase transition under high pressure. Previous
study has revealed that the conduction band properties arise
primarily from the antibonding B-site ns to O 2p interaction in
these compounds.42 Since the Ge–O–Ge bonds in the T-type
In2Ge2O7 are highly distorted from nearly linear geometry in
its high-pressure phase and the average Ge–O bonding distance
decreases upon compression, it can lead to increasing the
Fig. 8 Nyquist plots of impedance spectra of the T-type In2Ge2O7 at
high pressures.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
orbital overlap and strengthening the antibonding interaction
and thus reducing the resistivity. The T-type phase and new
high-pressure phase of In2Ge2O7 exhibit different responses to
high pressure, which indicates that the excitation across the
band gap corresponds to different charge transfer transition in
these two phases.
Structural stability of the P-type In2Ge2O7 under high pressure

In situ XRD patterns of the P-type In2Ge2O7 are collected up to
26.5 GPa at room temperatures and the representative patterns
are shown in Fig. 11. There are no splitting or extra peaks
appearing in the patterns demonstrating that the cubic phase
of the P-type In2Ge2O7 remains stable within the whole pres-
sure range. In this ordered pyrochlore structure, all of the
atoms are sited on dened positions, except for the O48f atom.
Hence, the degree of structural ordering can be determined by
the varying of x positional parameter of the O48f atom. Previous
studies on pyrochlore oxides have revealed that the sudden
Fig. 10 The resistance of the T-type In2Ge2O7 at different pressures. A
rapid drop of resistance appeared during the phase transition to its
high-pressure phase.

RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 44121–44127 | 44125
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Fig. 11 Selected XRD patterns of the P-type In2Ge2O7 with increasing
pressure. The pyrochlore structure is stable up to 26.5 GPa.
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change of the x positional parameter of the O48f atom existed in
the process of pressure-induced structural phase transition.
For example, there was a rapid decrease of the x positional
parameter with increasing pressure in Gd2Zr2O7 implying the
phase transition;35 the x-coordinate of the O48f atom increased
dramatically aer the transformation in Sm2Zr2O7.34 From our
rened results, the x parameter for the O48f atom as a function
of pressure does not exhibit any anomaly up to the highest
pressure indicating the structural stability in the P-type
In2Ge2O7, as shown in the inset of Fig. 12.

Pressure dependence of the unit cell volume of the P-type
In2Ge2O7 is given in Fig. 12. The data are tted by a second-
order Birch–Murnaghan equation of state as the case for the
T-type In2Ge2O7. The obtained bulk modulus B0 is 279(4) GPa,
quite larger than other ordered pyrochlore oxide materials.
For example, the bulk moduli of A2Ti2O7 (A ¼ Ho, Y, Tb, Sm)
were 213(2), 204(3), 199(1) and 164.8(1.5) GPa, respec-
tively.43,44 And also for Gd2Zr2O7, the bulk modulus was
186(12) GPa.35
Fig. 12 Observed P–V variation fitted with the second-order Birch–
Murghnan (B–M) equation of state for the P-type In2Ge2O7. The inset
shows the pressure dependence of x parameter for the O48f atom.

44126 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 44121–44127
Conclusions

The structural stabilities of the monoclinic phase and cubic
phase of In2Ge2O7 are investigated at high pressures. The T-type
In2Ge2O7 with the monoclinic (C2/m) structure is found to
transform to another monoclinic structure (P21/c) above 6.6 GPa
along with a large reduction of atomic volume and an increase
of the cation coordination number. The phase transition is
sluggish and irreversible. The bulk modulus of the T-type
In2Ge2O7 is obtained as B0 ¼ 100(6) GPa, and B0 ¼ 170(12)
GPa is obtained for its high-pressure phase. At the phase tran-
sition, an abrupt change is also observed in the electrical
transport measurements of the T-type In2Ge2O7 above 5.3 GPa,
which is correlated to the observed pressure-induced C2/m–P21/c
structural phase transition. However, the P-type In2Ge2O7 is
much stable up to 26.5 GPa, and the bulk modulus (B0) is
determined to be 279(4) GPa.
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